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ABSTRACT 
 

 This study aims at uncovering the formation mechanism of the recent bright gully 

deposits observed on Mars in order to assess the viability of liquid water involvement.  I 

use a high resolution topography model as input into a kinematic model to assess whether 

or not a dry granular flow could form the bright gully deposits seen in Hale Crater.  I 

investigate a dry mechanism due to the difficulty of producing water on the martian 

surface under present-day pressure and temperature conditions.  I examine a range of 

particle sizes, flow thicknesses, and upslope initiation points to examine how these 

parameters affect the run-out distances of flows. The results show that multiple 

combinations of parameters could produce flows that travel to within the observed 

deposits’ boundaries.  The results  suggest that the recent bright gully deposits are not 

evidence of recent liquid water on the surface of Mars. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Gullies 

Although Mars appears dry and barren today, there is abundant evidence that it 

was wetter in its past.  The discovery of the martian gullies by the Mars Orbiter Camera 

(MOC, Malin and Edgett 2001) aboard the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) (Malin and 

Edgett 2000) raises the possibility that liquid water was present on the martian surface in 

geologically recent times, within the past 20 to 1 Ma (Malin and Edgett 2000).  The 

gullies were initially proposed to be formed by groundwater seepage from a subsurface 

aquifer because of their similarities to terrestrial seepage gullies (Malin and Edgett 2000).  

Since this original proposal, gully formation has been frequently debated, with no single 

theory capable of explaining all of the observed characteristics.  The High Resolution 

Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) (McEwen et al. 2007b) camera aboard the Mars 

Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) has revealed unprecedented details of gullies down to a 

pixel scale of 25 cm/pixel. 

 

1.1.1. Gully Characteristics 

A martian gully is defined by Malin and Edgett (2000) to be a small-scale feature, 

which has an alcove, channel, and debris apron (Figure 1).  The term gully is not 

necessarily the best term to describe the features because it inherently includes 

implications of association with liquid water based on comparisons to terrestrial gullies.  

Often martian gullies are much larger than terrestrial gullies and are evolved landscapes 
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Figure 1. A Martian Gully.  A typical gully with attributes labeled. HiRISE 
PSP_003583_1425, centered at 37.11 °S, 191.91 °E, 0.257 m/pixel.  North is up and 
illumination from the upper left in this and all following images unless otherwise noted. 
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with multiple channels on their floors, such that they might be better termed ravines.  

Material is thought to have been removed from the alcove, transported through the 

channel, and deposited in a fan at the base of the slope.  Gullies are found on slopes, 

including mesas, troughs, and crater walls, in the mid-latitudes of both hemispheres. They 

are also found in polar pits, on crater central peaks, on isolated mounds, and on dunes.  

Gullies are occasionally found in polar and equatorial regions as well. Gullies have a 

wide range of morphologies, ranging from narrow, shallow channels to wide, deeply 

incised and developed channel systems.  Their source regions can be short and wide, long 

and narrow, or small (Malin and Edgett 2000).  Many gullies have characteristics 

reminiscent of terrestrial fluvial features, including terraces, point bars, braided channels, 

and sinuous channels.  Gullies often contain overlapping and cross-cutting channels and 

debris aprons, which implies that multiple flow episodes in a given channel system are 

common. Alcoves are thought to expand through collapse and undermining.  Boulders are 

often concentrated in gully channels, which is suggestive of a flow that preferentially 

transports smaller particles (McEwen et al. 2007a).  The gullies are relatively young; they 

are rarely superposed by craters and their debris aprons occur on top of other features, 

such as dunes and polygonal ground, which are thought to be young. The gullies are not 

all pristine, but are relatively young; many gullies have experienced aeolian, mass 

wasting, and periglacial modifications since their formation.  It is largely because of their 

youth that they are so intriguing.  How these features with fluvial characteristics formed 

recently in a low pressure, low temperature environment that rarely permits the existence 

of liquid water remains a mystery.   
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1.1.2. Gully Formation Theories 

Gully formation theories center around different erosional agents.  Several 

theories invoke liquid water, but the origin of this water varies.  Malin and Edgett (2000) 

propose that it originates from a shallow subsurface aquifer and seeps onto the surface.  

Hartmann et al. (2003) suggest that the aquifer’s water is released due to local 

geothermal heating events, but gullies are widespread, not local.  Gaidos (2001) puts 

forth the idea that water in a deep pressurized aquifer could be transported to the surface 

through dikes and sills.  Lee et al. (2002) and Christensen (2003) propose that melting 

snow pack could generate run-off to form gullies.  Costard et al. (2002) suggest that 

melting near-surface ice could form the gullies. Gilmore and Phillips (2002) suggest that 

aquicludes could help transport melting ice to slope faces.  Mellon and Phillips (2001) 

and Knauth and Burt (2002) theorize that brines might form the gullies because of the 

ability of salts to depress the freezing point of a liquid.  Musselwhite et al. (2001) suggest 

that a carbon dioxide suspended flow could erode the gullies, but Stewart and Nimmo 

(2002) find that a sufficient carbon dioxide reservoir should not exist on present-day 

Mars and that the expected morphology of CO2 gullies does not match what is observed.  

Treiman (2003) proposes that dry aeolian material deposited on the lee side of slopes 

moves downslope and carves gullies.   

It is not required that all gullies form by the same mechanism, and it has been 

suggested (Heldmann et al. 2008b) that different classes of gullies, including slope 

gullies, dune gullies, central peak gullies, and isolated peak gullies, have unique 

formation mechanisms.  However, it is probable that the majority of gullies within each 
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class form in the same way.  It is commonly believed, due to the presence of suites of 

fluvial-like features often seen in gullies, that gully formation involves liquid water either 

from the surface or subsurface. 

 

1.2. Bright Gully Deposits 

 During its lifetime, MOC detected changes, in the form of new bright deposits, in 

two gullies on Mars (Malin et al. 2006) (Figure 2).  These bright gully deposits (BGDs) 

were initially proposed to be evidence that liquid water reaches or forms on the surface of 

Mars today in sufficient quantities to cause a flow (Malin et al. 2006).  These two BGDs 

are thought to be signs of gully activity instead of formation since they formed in pre-

existing channels.  The new deposits both occur in well-preserved craters with steep walls 

and depth-to-diameter ratios typical of their original form (McEwen et al. 2007a, Kolb et 

al. 2007).  The underlying gullies are very narrow, shallow, and pristine.  The gullies 

with the new BGDs are among the most pristine in their setting, which might suggest that 

their host walls are the most recent sites of gully activity.  There are some bright gully 

deposits that have noticeable modification in the form of bright aeolian ripples (Figure 3); 

these are not thought to be related to the recent, unmodified BGDs. 

 

1.2.1. Brightness 

Several interpretations have been offered for why the deposits are bright.  Malin 

et al. (2006) proposed that the deposits might contain ice, frost, fine-grained materials, or 

precipitates and that the brightness of an ice or frost deposit could be maintained if ice is  
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Figure 2. New Bright Gully Deposits Discovered by MOC.  Left images show gullies 
without the new deposits.  Right images show gullies with bright deposits. Images 
shown: top left, MOC E11-03412 2.93 m/pixel, top right, MOC S09-02603 2.96 m/pixel, 
both near 36.2 °S, 198.3 °E in Terra Sirenum; bottom left, MOC M04-04175 2.78 
m/pixel, bottom right, HiRISE PSP_001714_1415 0.254 m/pixel, both near 38.4 °S, 96.8 
°E in the Centauri Montes. 
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Figure 3. A Relatively Old Bright Gully Deposit.  Left shows the entire gully and bright 
deposit.  Right shows a closer view of the deposit.  Aeolian and periglacial modification 
can be seen.  HiRISE PSP_001846_2390, centered at 57.8 °N, 82.4 °E, 0.312 m/pixel.   
 

100 m 

50 m 
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replenished from within the deposit or another source.  Williams et al. (2007) evaluated 

the scenario of a water-rich deposit existing at the observed new BGD locations.  They 

modeled the lifetime of an ice-rich deposit in Terra Sirenum and the Centauri Montes, the 

locations of the new BGDs, and found that a thin ice-rich deposit would completely 

sublimate in less than two martian years, a shorter time than the deposits have been 

observed to exist.  HiRISE re-imaged the BGDs multiple times and did not detect any 

significant changes in shapes as would be expected if they contained water ice.  The 

Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM), the multi-

wavelength spectrometer aboard MRO, has not detected any ice or hydrated minerals in 

the deposits (McEwen et al. 2007a).  Hydrated minerals might be expected if liquid water 

transported the material; however, their existence would not be diagnostic of a water-rich 

flow because a wet or dry flow could have transported pre-existing hydrated or 

unhydrated minerals from steep upper slopes.  Heldmann et al. (2008a) proposed that the 

deposits are remnant mudflows that transported fine grains.  It is likely that the deposits 

are bright because they contain fine-grained materials or because inherently bright 

materials were transported by the flow (McEwen et al. 2007a, Pelletier et al. 2008). 

 

1.2.2. HiRISE Observations 

 HiRISE has observed several other BGDs around Mars (McEwen et al. 2007a, 

Kolb et al. 2007, Table 1).  Table 1 lists the location, coordinates, average slope, slope 

determination method, and notes for BGDs.  There are no high resolution images that  
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Table 1. BGD Locations and Slopes on Mars 
Location Lat 

(°S) 
Lon 
(°E) 

Average 
Slope (°) 

Slope 
Method 

Notes 

Centauri Montes -38.4 96.8 22 D Entire slope 
E Hale BGD2 -35.2 324.7 20-35 M Upslope region 
E Hale BGD3 -35.2 324.7 18 M Source region slope 
Noachis Terra -46.9 4.3 27-35 M Entire slope 
NW Argyre -43.0 309.5 24 M Source region 

Terra Cimmeria A -41.6 150.6 20 S Entire slope 
Terra Cimmeria B -35.7 129.4 26 M Source region 
Terra Sirenum A -36.2 198.3 29 S Entire slope 
Terra Sirenum B -37.7 229.0 28 M Entire slope 
Utopia Planitia 31.9 102.4 23 M Nearby slope 

Slope methods: D= DEM, M= MOLA, S= shadow 

 

show these gullies without their bright deposits, but the deposits have no resolvable 

modification down to  HiRISE scales (25 cm/pixel).  The BGDs are located on steep 

slopes in well-preserved craters with the exception of a pair in Noachis Terra located 

below steep slopes within a ring trough (Gulick and McEwen 2007).  They have 

obviously bright layers upslope that are likely the source of the material transported.  

HiRISE images show the deposits flowing around obstacles upslope and overtopping 

them downslope (Figure 4) suggestive of a flow increasing in viscosity downslope.  The 

bright deposits are extremely thin, below the resolution of high resolution topography 

models with vertical precisions of ~16 cm and ~19 cm for the Centauri and Hale DEMs, 

respectively (Kirk et al. 2003).  It is thought that they are deposits instead of exposures of 

bright material whose overlying material was eroded away because of the fact that the 

bright material overlaps boulders (Figure 4).  The deposits are elongated and consist of 

digitate lobes (Malin et al. 2006). 
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Figure 4.  A Bright Gully Deposit’s Relationship to Obstacles.  The red arrow points to 
where the flow overtops a boulder, which indicates that the bright material is a deposit 
and was not exposed by erosion.  The blue arrow shows where the flow goes around a 
boulder; note the dark tail downslope of the boulder where the flow did not go.  The 
yellow arrow shows where the flow overtops grooves at its distal end.  Insets are full 
resolution views of the features of interest.  HiRISE PSP_003596_1435, centered at 
36.35 °S, 198.31 °E, 0.253 m/pixel. 
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1.2.3. Related Previous Work 

Previous studies (Lanza and Gilmore 2006, Parsons et al. 2008, Dickson et al. 

2007) examined the average slopes on which gullies are located and incorrectly stated 

that, if the average slope is below the angle of repose (~26.4-32.78°, Pouliquen 1999), 

then a completely dry formation mechanism is ruled out.  Heldmann and Mellon (2004) 

looked at the average slopes of the walls adjacent to gully alcoves using interpolated 

MOLA data and found the average alcove host slopes to be typically less than the angle 

of respose.  They claimed that the calculated slopes negate mass wasting as the dominant 

mechanism that forms gully alcoves but noted that post-gully modification within 

steepened alcoves could occur by mass wasting.  The average slopes in both works were 

derived using Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) topography that has an along-track 

spacing of ~300 m and a footprint size of ~168 m (Neumann et al. 2001).  Any slopes 

derived with MOLA data represent minimum average slopes because the actual elevation 

differences between two points are likely more extreme than MOLA accounts for because 

the large footprint averages elevations within the covered region and often are not located 

at the exact tops and bottoms of slopes.  Given that gully channels are as fine as 50 cm, 

there is a large scale difference between MOLA footprints and the features of interest.  

Average slopes cannot account for the slope concavity seen on crater walls, which creates 

steeper upslope regions.  Average source region slopes are somewhat more useful, but 

they are not necessarily representative of actual source regions due to the extended nature 

of the alcoves.  High resolution topography is needed to best model and understand 

gullies and their formation mechanisms. 
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Pelletier et al. (2008) created a digital elevation model (DEM, Kirk et al. 2007) of 

the Centauri Montes BGD from a HiRISE stereo pair.  They used state-dependent one-

dimensional kinematic modeling and two-dimensional fluvial modeling to assess the 

formation of the Centauri BGD.  Their modeling showed that a completely dry flow 

could explain the location and morphology of the deposit.  Given the difficulty of 

producing liquid water on the martian surface today (Mellon and Phillips 2001), Pelletier 

et al. (2008) concluded that the Centauri deposit was likely emplaced by a dry granular 

flow.  Pelletier et al. (2008) pointed out the important distinction between the maximum 

angle of kinetic friction (26.4-32.76˚, Pouliquen 1999), commonly called the angle of 

repose, and the minimum angle of kinetic friction (20.7-22.9˚, Pouliquen 1999), below 

which all dry flows will decelerate.  The distinction is that a flow on a slope with an 

angle between the friction angles will not spontaneously start, but it will continue to flow 

if already moving.  This shows that, as long as an upslope region is steeper than the angle 

of repose for the slope’s material, then a dry granular flow could flow on a shallower 

slope without depositing until the slope is less than the minimum angle of kinetic friction. 

 

1.3. Present Study 

This project extends the work of Pelletier et al. (2008) to look at two BGDs 

located in Hale Crater (Figure 5) in search of more definitive evidence that liquid water 

has reached the martian surface in recent times.  No high resolution images were acquired 

with HiRISE or MOC before the bright deposits in Hale formed, but the deposits have no 

resolvable modification and so are presumably young.  Hale Crater is approximately 120  
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Figure 5. Gullies in Hale Crater.  Hale is approximately 150 km in horizontal diameter 
and centered near 35.8 °S, 323.5 °E. The green dots represent gully locations.  Green 
lines are regions where there are too many gullies to plot individually.  The yellow box 
marks the location of the DEM. The BGDs are concentrated near and in the DEM’s 
boundaries.  THEMIS Day IR mosaic, 256 pixels per degree. 
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x 150 km in diameter located at 35.8 °S, 323.5 °E.  Hale is interpreted as late Hesperian / 

early Amazonian (Cabrol et al. 2001) but might be younger (Tornabene et al. 2008).  It 

has a large number of gullies (Figure 5) and multiple BGDs (Figure 6).  Most of the Hale 

gullies contain fluvial characteristics, but this study only focuses on the formation of the 

BGDs.  An analysis of slopes hosting BGDs (Kolb et al. 2007) suggests that the Hale 

BGDs are among the best candidates for those needing liquid water for their formation.  

This statement is based on the fact that their average slopes are relatively low, with the 

idea that, if the average slope is lower, then the upslope region might be shallower as 

well.  I use a high resolution topography model created from a stereo pair of HiRISE 

images to examine the slope environment where the BGDs formed and to model their 

formation using one-dimensional kinematic modeling.  The overarching goal of this 

project is to determine the likelihood that significant quantities of liquid water reach the 

surface of Mars today. 
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Figure 6. Bright Gully Deposits in Hale Crater.  The boxes mark the locations of the four 
BGDs blown up on subsequent pages.  HiRISE PSP_002932_1445, centered at 35.16 °S, 
324.68 °E, 0.255 m/pixel.   
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Figure 6a. BGD1. 
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Figure 6b. BGD2. 
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Figure 6c. BGD3. 
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Figure 6d. BGD4. 
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CHAPTER 2. METHODS 

2.1. Data 

2.1.1. Imagery 

 This study used MOC, HiRISE, and Context Camera (CTX, Malin et al. 2007) 

images.  MOC images have scales of ~1.5-5 m/pixel, while CTX images are typically 5 -

6 m/pixel.  HiRISE images cover less ground than CTX images at a much finer scale, as 

fine as 25 cm/pixel.  The HiRISE images were processed using the Integrated Software 

for Imagers and Spectrometers (ISIS3) developed by the Astrogeology Team at the 

United States Geological Survey in Flagstaff, Arizona (Anderson et al. 2004).  HiRISE is 

a push-broom camera with fourteen charged coupled devices (CCDs).  There are ten red 

CCDs, two blue-green, and two near-infrared (McEwen et al. 2007b), which allows false 

color images to be produced.  HiRISE uses Time Delay and Integration (TDI) to attain an 

unprecedented signal-to-noise ratio for Mars images (McEwen et al. 2007b).  The CTX 

images were used to survey Hale Crater for gullies and BGDs because full crater 

coverage was available.  MOC and CTX images were used in conjunction with HiRISE 

images for multitemporal analyses of the BGDs to look for changes in shape and tone.  

The bulk of the analysis in this study comes from HiRISE images PSP_002932_1445 and 

PSP_003209_1445 (Table 2).  The Environment for Visualizing Images (ENVI, 

http://www.ittvis.com/envi/) was the primary image viewer used.   
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Table 2. HiRISE Images used to make the Digital Elevation Model 
Parameter PSP_002932_1445 PSP_003209_1445 

Center latitude 35.1556 °S 35.1259 °S 
Center longitude 324.678 °E 324.686 °E 

Ls 199.19° 212.19° 
Emission angle 4.65° 20.390° 
Incidence angle 58.49° 56.65° 

Phase angle 62.96° 37.35° 
Pixel scale (RED CCDs) 0.255 m/pixel 0.271 m/pixel 
Pixel scale (IR CCDs) 0.511 m/pixel 0.542 m/pixel 
Pixel scale (BG CCDs) 0.511 m/pixel 0.542 m/pixel 

 

 

2.1.2. Topography 

 Two types of elevation data were used in this study, MOLA Precision Experiment 

Data Records (PEDRs, Smith et al. 2001) and a high resolution topography model 

developed from the HiRISE stereo pair described in Table 2.   

MOLA was an instrument on the Mars Global Surveyor; the laser operated from 

1997 through 2001.  MOLA footprints have a diameter of ~168 m with an along-track 

spacing of ~300 m (Neumann et al. 2001).  Between-track spacing varies depending on 

latitude, being greater at the equator, and the spacecraft’s orbit.  The MOLA PEDRs were 

obtained from the Planetary Data System (PDS, http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov/) and extracted 

using PEDR2TAB (Software by G. Neumann).  I applied the crossover correction 

developed by Neumann et al. (2001), who performed a least-squares fit to the MOLA 

data globally to minimize errors between data acquired in different orbits to create the 

most accurate data set possible.  With the crossover correction applied, MOLA points 
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have vertical errors less than 1 m and horizontal placement errors ~100 m (Neumann et 

al. 2001).   

 The digital elevation model (DEM) used in this study (Figure 7) was produced by 

Oded Aharonson’s group at Caltech using SOCET-SET’s (http://www.socetgxp.com/) 

area-based automatic image matching package and a method developed by Kirk et al. 

(2007).  The DEM is 1 m/post and has an overall estimated vertical precision of ~0.19 m 

although it contains larger matching errors in certain locations not corrected by hand. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7a. Hale Crater Digital Elevation Model: Color-coded Altimetry.  North is to the upper left of this oblique view.  The 
scale bar is in meters.  The vertical exaggeration is five times.  The DEM is 1 m/post. 
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Figure 7b. Hale Crater Digital Elevation Model: Perspective View.  HiRISE PSP_002932_1445 overlaid on the DEM.  The 
vertical exaggeration is five times. The DEM is 1 m/post. 
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2.2. Site Selection 

 Hale Crater was chosen based on an analysis of average slope angles of host 

slopes of BGDs on Mars (Kolb et al. 2007) and supplemental work.  The results of these 

analyses are in Table 1 where the slope determination methods listed are the DEM (D), 

shadow measurements (S), or MOLA (M) data.  Depending on MOLA coverage, 

occasionally only an average slope for the upslope region could be determined.  There 

has not yet been a global systematic search for BGDs, so there is a possible selection 

effect in this analysis.  BGDs were distinguished from typical gully debris aprons based 

on distinct albedo differences from their surroundings.  They occur near the end of a 

gully channel and sometimes along the sides of channels, indicating that the flow level 

was higher than the local channel depth.  Identification of BGDs is limited by image 

coverage, quality, and resolution.  The BGDs of interest are presently only those without 

any resolvable modification, such that they formed recently.  Overall, the BGDs are 

located on steep average slopes, close to the angle of repose, with the actual deposits 

lying on shallower portions downslope.  However, the BGDs in Hale Crater are still 

likely among the best candidates for liquid water given their relatively low average 

slopes.   

 The average slopes were determined by overlaying MOLA points on top of 

HiRISE images (Figure 8).  Since the MOLA oscillator failed in 2001 and was on a 

different spacecraft than HiRISE, simultaneous data, which would allow the best co-

registration, are not available.  I developed a series of IDL (Interactive Data Language,  
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Figure 8. MOLA Topography Superposed on a HiRISE Image. HiRISE 
PSP_002932_1445, centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.25 m/pixel 
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http://ittvis.com/idl/) programs and Unix scripts to extract the MOLA data, process the 

HiRISE images, import both datasets into the Generic Mapping Tools (GMT, 

http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/) software, and overlay color-coded and labeled topography 

on top of the images.  The codes allow shifting of the topography relative to the image to 

correspond to large-scale features and produce the best co-registration possible.  Once the 

datasets were processed, images such as Figure 8 were used to locate elevation points 

closest to the BGDs.  The equation for horizontal distance along a sphere, Equation 1, 

was used to determine the distance between the centers of adjacent MOLA points in 

degrees.  In Equation 1, D is the distance in degrees, iϑ  are planetocentric latitudes in ˚S, 

and βi are east longitudes.  The distances were converted to meters using the 

circumference of a spherical Mars with an average radius of 3389500 m, determined by 

the IAU, set equal to the number of degrees in a circle. Appendix A compiles the symbols 

used in the equations. 

 (1)  )cos()90sin()90sin()90cos()90cos(cos 122121 ββϑϑϑϑ −−−+−−=D  

Where available, shadow lengths measured in the down-Sun direction were used 

to determine the relative elevation of the wall and average slopes.  Shadow lengths were 

converted to slopes using the incidence angle according to Equation 2, which assumes 

that the crater floor is flat in the region where the shadow extends beyond the end of the 

slope.  In Equation 2, Θ is the average slope, Lshad is the length of the shadow in meters 

measured in the down-Sun direction, Lslope is the length of the shadow in meters that only 

covers the slope, and θi is the incidence angle of the image on which the measurements 

were made.  All angles in this study are measured in degrees. 
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 Based on the relatively low average slopes and the presence of multiple BGDs, 

the NE rim of Hale Crater was selected as the study area.  The BGDs are identified by 

their number, as seen in Figure 6, in the rest of this document.   

 

2.3. Color Measurements 

 I used the HiRISE images described in Table 2 to perform a quantitative color 

analysis to seek evidence that the composition of the BGDs was markedly different from 

other surrounding material and bright material upslope. HiRISE has near-infrared (IR), 

red (R), and blue-green (BG) bands.  The color swath of HiRISE images covers 

approximately 1.2 km at the center of the scene imaged.  HiRISE images formatted for 

release to the PDS were imported into ISIS3.  I used ISIS3 qview to view and extract data 

from the false color images. Qview displays pixel information and I/F values for each of 

the bands simultaneously.  I measured the bright deposits, dusty surrounding areas, bright 

layers upslope, bright material upslope, and bright material along the channel walls, as 

available.  I made four measurements within each feature, and then averaged the four 

values for each band.  To minimize illumination effects, I ratioed the bands to each other. 

 

2.4. Elevation Profile Extraction 

I used RiverTools (http://www.rivertools.com/, RIVIX, LLC) to extract channel 

elevation profiles from the DEM.  RiverTools is a GIS application that has the ability to 
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extract flow grids from high resolution topography.  When producing the flow grid, it 

applies hydrological corrections, including filling in local depressions, so that a flow will 

always move downslope, which can create artificial steps in elevation profiles.  The 

artifacts are likely enhanced for an imperfect DEM and over regions where rough small-

scale topography occurs.  The elevation profiles are given for distances along the 

flowpath, i.e. extracted x position values are not measured directly downslope at 

locations where a channel curves, which means that different branches for the same gully 

alcove will have different x position scales.  The DEM has errors near BGD2 and cuts off 

BGD4, so only BGD1 and BGD3 profiles were extracted to be modeled.  The BGD3 

profile did not have visible steps, but the BGD1 profile had a large number of steps.  To 

minimize the artificial steps, I smoothed the BGD1 profile.   

 I examined the local rms error for two sections of each branch of BGD1 versus a 

linear and second-order polynomial fit to the profiles.  I then compared the rms to the 

local slope to get an approximate wavelength of smoothing to minimize production-

generated errors in the DEM.  I determined 15 m and 10 m to be the most appropriate 

smoothing scales for the left and right branches, respectively.  However, due to the 

proximity of the branches within the DEM, different smoothing scales should not actually 

be needed.  I used a smoothing scale of 10 m for both branches.  I applied a range of 

smoothing scales to each branch and found that the smoothing scale chosen had a large 

effect on the observed run-out distance, R, of the flow but that the run-out distance for the 

calculated smoothing scales matched the observed run-out distances, 505-605 m and 755-

855m for 1L and 1R respectively, fairly closely (Table 3).  Table 3 lists the smoothing 
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scale, initiation points, and run-out distances for a particle size of 1 mm and a flow 

thickness of 0.5 m for 1L and 1R. 

 
Table 3. Smoothing Scale Comparisons for BGD1 

Scale (m) X0 (m) R (1L) (m) X0 (m) R (1R) (m) 
-- 0.0 30 7.0 200 
5 0.0 475 7.0 700 
10 3.4 500 5.75 800 
15 0.0 560 4.0 875 
20 0.0 575 2.3 900 
50 23.0 650 23.0 1100 

X0: upslope initiation point, R: run-out distance   
 

 

2.5. Kinematic Modeling 

 I used one-dimensional state-dependent kinematic modeling to model the run-out 

distance of dry granular flows along the elevation profiles extracted from RiverTools, 

smoothed in the case of BGD1.  I modeled flows in BGD1 and BGD3 only because the 

DEM has large errors near BGD2 and BGD4 is cut off at the DEM edge.  I experimented 

with combinations of particle sizes and flow thicknesses and looked at different initiation 

points.  The kinematic modeling uses Newton’s law of motion for a center of mass of a 

dry granular flow.  Kinematic modeling focuses on the motion of a flow and not what 

initiates the motion or the size of the flow. 

 The kinematic model uses a coefficient of friction from Jop et al. (2006, Equation 

3) developed for a dense granular flow over a rough surface.  In this and the following 

equations, numerical subscripts denote time steps.  In the following equations, µ is the 

dimensionless coefficient of friction, θS is the minimum angle of kinetic friction, θ2 is the 
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angle of repose, I0 is a dimensionless constant, I is the dimensionless inertial number, ρmix 

is the bulk density of the flow in kg/m3, ρsolid is the density of the solid component of the 

flow in kg/m3, g is the acceleration due to gravity with a value of 3.71 m/s2 on Mars, h is 

the flow thickness in meters, d is the particle size in meters, v  is the depth-averaged flow 

velocity in m/s, x is horizontal position in meters, a  is acceleration in m/s2, t is time in 

seconds, horzv is the horizontal component of velocity in m/s, ϑ  is the local slope angle, η 

is viscosity in Pascal-seconds, and τY is the yield stress in Pascals.  Equations 4 and 5 

show the inertial number, which is a ratio of the macroscopic deformation timescale and 

an inertial timescale, as defined by Jop et al. (2006), and the shear stress, γ& , in s-1.  

Equations 6-10 are the equations for linear motion that are used in the modeling.  

Equations 11 and 12 are the viscosity and yield stress of the flow. 
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I ran models for different particle size and flow thickness combinations for flows 

starting with zero velocity at different initiation points.  Particle sizes ranged from 0.01 

mm (dust) to 10 mm (gravel) and flow thicknesses ranged from 0.25 m to 3 m.  The 

particle sizes were chosen to cover a range of particle sizes seen on Mars as the finer-

grained components at past landing sites (Moore and Jakosky 1989, Golombek et al. 

1999, Squyres et al. 2004a, Squyres et al. 2004b).  The flow thicknesses were chosen to 

center around the observed widths of the finest channels observed, ~0.75 m.  There are 

locations where the flow appears to have overtopped the channel (Figures 9 and 10); 

shadows were used to determine the channel depth as a proxy for flow thickness at these 

locations.  The depths calculated ranged between ~1 and 2 m for both BGD1 and BGD3 

at the locations marked in Figures 9 and 10, respectively.  Three upslope initiation points 

were selected for each channel.  The locations included the top of the resolvable channel, 

~25 m downslope, and ~50 m downslope.  The highest upslope point modeled for the 

BGD3 middle branch starts below the pile of rocks in the alcove (Figure 11).  The 

combinations modeled are not exclusive; it is possible that other combinations would  



 

 

   
 
Figure 9. Shadow Measurements for BGD1.  Shadows were measured, where available, where the dense flow appears to have 
overtopped the channel and deposited along the banks. The numbers indicate shadow identifiers.  The arrows indicate shadows 
measured.  HiRISE PSP_002932_1445, centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 m/pixel. 
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Figure 10. Shadow Measurements for BGD3. Shadows were measured, where available, where the flow overtopped the 
channel and deposited along the banks.  The numbers indicate shadow identifiers.  The arrows indicate shadows measured.  
HiRISE PSP_002932_1445, centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 m/pixel. 
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Figure 11. Eroding Outcrops in Hale Crater. Rocks can be seen on the slope and within 
the alcove.  These layers are located above BGD3.  Note that the middle branch of the 
alcove has an especially large number of boulders in it. HiRISE PSP_002932_1445, 
centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 m/pixel. 
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produce different results.  The main purpose of the modeling is to determine if a dry 

granular flow with zero initial velocity could flow along extracted elevation profiles and 

end up near where the deposits are observed.  An actual dry granular flow would have at 

least a small positive initial velocity; the zero velocity used in the modeling represents the 

most conservative case.   
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CHAPTER 3. OBSERVATIONS 

3.1. Hale Crater 

Hale Crater is a large ~120 x 150 km impact crater located in the southern 

hemisphere of Mars.  It is possibly the most pristine crater of its size based on crater 

counts pre-dating MRO and morphological features interpreted as primary, including 

ponded and pitted material thought to be related to volatile-escape from impact melt seen 

in fresh impact craters on Mars (Tornabene et al. 2008).  Hale is heavily degraded on its 

southern rim.  This may be a result of the Argyre Basin filling with water and 

overflowing to the north as proposed by Parker et al. (2000) or a result of preferential 

wind erosion of the south rim.  Hale contains a large number of gullies on multiple slope 

orientations, which is fairly rare on Mars.  There are also gullies on its central peak.   

Some gullies may have initially formed due to volatile release from impact melt 

(Tornabene et al. 2008), but most appear younger and may have formed within the past 

million years as suggested by Mellon and Phillips (2001) for gullies globally.  None of 

the gullies in Hale imaged by HiRISE have superposed craters on them, so they are 

younger than Hale Crater.  Hale has multiple BGDs on its northeast rim.  Near the BGDs, 

the upper rim of Hale consists of eroding outcrops that are breaking into boulders (Figure 

11).  A large concentration of boulders is seen in Figure 11 to clog the middle branch of 

BGD3’s alcove.  Several of the BGD channels have a high concentration of boulders 

relative to surrounding terrain.  Most of the boulders found in the gullies are probably the 

result of post-gully formation mass wasting.  Some of the boulders in BGD1L (Figure 12)  
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Figure 12. The Juncture of BGD1’s Two Branches. Note that the boulders in the left 
branch have bright material on them, which suggests that the flow once covered them or 
that they are part of a deteriorating bright layer. Inset shows the boulders at full 
resolution.  HiRISE PSP_002932_1445, centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 m/pixel. 
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have bright material on them suggesting that they were present for the bright flow but 

preferentially left behind as the flow transported finer particles. 

 

3.2. Hale Crater BGDs 

The BGDs formed on top of pre-existing gully debris aprons and therefore are not 

the only flows to occur in their channels. BGD1, BGD2, and BGD3 lie on top of debris 

aprons, but BGD4 stops midslope. The BGDs start midslope even though the gully 

channels extend most of the slope’s length.  The BGDs follow the underlying channels 

and in some locations appear to have overtopped the channels depositing bright material 

along the channel banks (Figures 9 and 10).  

The underlying channel systems are rather complex and well-developed.  Several 

of the channels contain features interpreted as fluvial including point bars, braided 

channels, streamlined islands, and terraces (McEwen et al. 2007a, Gulick et al. 2007).  

Unlike other gullies with BGDs on Mars (Kolb et al. 2007), the Hale gullies with bright 

deposits do not appear to be the most pristine in their setting.  Fine channels are also 

visible in several of the other gullies on Hale’s NE rim (HiRISE PSP_002932_1445), 

west rim (HiRISE PSP_006822_1440), and NE rim exterior (HiRISE 

PSP_005833_1455).  The gullies on the north rim (HiRISE PSP_004976_1450 and 

PSP_005688_1450) are dust-covered, muted, and contain polygonal fractures on their 

channels walls, indicating that they are more modified and presumably older.  The gullies 

with BGDs may be among the most pristine in Hale, but their age cannot be distinguished 
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between the gullies on the west rim (PSP_006822_1440).   Also unlike other gullies with 

BGDs around Mars (Kolb et al. 2007), these gullies are not narrow and shallow and have 

abundant evidence of multiple flows.  Although the host gullies of the BGDs have 

abundant potentially fluvial characteristics and were possibly formed by fluvial 

processes, the formation of the BGDs themselves is not necessarily fluvial. 

The deposits are not as continuous as those in the Centauri Montes and Terra 

Sirenum (Malin et al. 2006), which suggests that some modification might have occurred.  

There is no resolvable modification at HiRISE scales.  The deposits do not exhibit a 

constant tone throughout, similar to tone variations seen within the Centauri Montes 

deposit.  Variations in tone might be due to the amount or thickness of bright material 

present or sub-resolution roughness.  The BGDs stand out in false color images as being 

distinct from their surroundings and other debris aprons (Figure 13).   

A survey of existing high resolution imagery using MOC, HiRISE, and CTX 

images showed no convincing changes throughout time in the shape of the deposits.  

Given the different spacecraft orbits, seasonal illumination effects, ground coverage, 

camera abilities, and camera resolutions, subtle changes in tone were not examined.     

 

3.3. Individual Deposits 

 BGD1 has two main channel branches in its alcove (Figure 14).  Both branches 

have resolvable channels on their bottoms and bright material along the channel walls.  

There is an outcrop containing bright layers to the north side of the left branch.  The right  
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Figure 13. Bright Gully Deposits in Color.  The top shows BGD1 standing out compared 
to its underlying debris apron.  The bottom shows BGD4 as distinct from its 
surroundings.  HiRISE PSP_003209_1445, centered at 35.13 °S, 324.69 °E, 0.542 
m/pixel. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Upslope Region of BGD1.  The branches marked have traceable channels on their floors. HiRISE 
PSP_002932_1445, centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 m/pixel. 
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branch does not have any bright layers upslope, but there is an abundance of bright 

material near the upslope end of the channel.  The right channel does not continue to the  

juncture of the branches (Figure 12), so the left (north) branch appears to be fresher.  The 

fine channel in the left alcove branch is easily traced to the branch juncture but beyond 

that it is difficult to determine which of the many channels on the gully floor is the most 

recent.  The most continuous part of the bright deposit starts near a potential point bar, 

although bright material was deposited on top of streamlined features on the channel 

floor upslope of here.  The flow appears to have deposited bright material on the channel 

walls and margins in downslope locations where it overtopped the channel (Figure 9).   It 

is also possible that settling dust is responsible for the bright material on the margins. 

 The channel of BGD2 can be traced upslope to an outcrop that does not have 

bright layers.  Bright material is abundant where the gully becomes more incised and a 

fine channel is first seen.  Mid-channel regions have multiple terraces and a streamlined 

island.  There is no distinct fine channel on the channel floor; it is possible that it is below 

resolution limits (<~0.75 m) or has been infilled by aeolian deposits.  The channel walls 

are dusted with bright material in a discontinuous manner.  The actual deposit starts near 

a series of terraces located near the base of the slope (Figure 15).  BGD2 is the least 

distinct of the ones studied. 

 BGD3 has three branches in its alcove (Figure 16).  Only the middle and right 

branches have traceable channels.  There is an eroding outcrop containing bright layers 

upslope of the alcove.  The middle branch has bright material lining its south wall and a 



 

 

 
 
Figure 15. Terraces in BGD2.  The bright deposit starts near where the terraces are observed. HiRISE PSP_002932_1445, 
centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 m/pixel. 
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Figure 16. Upslope Region of BGD3. The branches marked have traceable channels on 
their floors. HiRISE PSP_002932_1445, centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 m/pixel. 

Middle 
Right 
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remnant rock slide or avalanche clogging it near the outcrop.  The channels in both 

branches cannot be distinguished from each other in terms of age.  The main channel 

contains streamlined islands, terraces, and multiple channels.  The bright deposit starts 

approximately midslope and has a diffuse end.  It appears to overtop a terrace at its start 

(Figure 17).   

 BGD4 is located at the south edge of the scene imaged by HiRISE.  Its alcove 

contains numerous channels.  The deposit traces back up to the left side of the alcove 

where fine channels are seen as well as bright material (Figure 18).  BGD4 is the only 

BGD studied that stops midslope and does not follow the pre-existing channel’s path.  

There are terraces and multiple channels on the gully floor.  The deposit starts where the 

two main groups of channels in the alcove meet downslope.  BGD4 is the most 

continuous of the BGDs observed in this study. 
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Figure 17. The Upslope Edge of BGD3.  Note that the flow overlaps the terraces. HiRISE 
PSP_002932_1445, centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 m/pixel. 
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Figure 18. Possible Source Alcove of BGD4. The blue lines trace fine channels within the 
alcoves. HiRISE PSP_002932_1445, centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 m/pixel. 

Left Side 
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 CHAPTER 4. RESULTS 

4.1. Quantitative Color Analysis 

The locations of the color measurements are listed in Table 4 and shown in Figure 

19.  The color analysis of HiRISE images PSP_002932_1445 and PSP_003209_1445 

does not reveal any significant differences between dusty areas, the bright deposits, bright 

layers, and bright material upslope (Figure 20). In Figure 20, blue bars represent bright 

areas and green bars represent dusty areas.  Different shades correspond to different 

locations measured.  Bars with horizontal stripes represent the same location measured in 

the other image.  Only locations that fall in all three bands (IR, R, and BG) are shown.  

Measurements B3, B2A, and D1A come from PSP_002932_1445; all other 

measurements are from PSP_003209_1445.  There does not appear to be a trend in 

consistently higher or lower signals between the images, although analysis of more 

regions throughout the color image might show otherwise.   

Figure 21 shows color analysis of bright materials only.  Different colors 

correspond to different BGDs.  Purple bars are measurements of bright material on gully 

walls.  Similar to Figure 20, the bars with horizontal stripes represent the same 

measurement in another image.  The bar with vertical stripes are potential source regions 

of the BGDs’ material, while the solid are the actual BGDs.  There is not much variability 

between the ratios of the various bright materials.  The composition of bright materials 

upslope of BGDs appears comparable to the composition of the downslope BGDs.  The 

bars for a given band ratio move down the image from left to right.  It appears that there 
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might be a slight general increase in scene color variation in the BG band moving down 

the image.   

 
 
 
 

Table 4. Regions Measured in Color 
ID Location Description 
B1 Diffuse end of BGD1 
B2 Bright material on BGD2’s wall 
B3 Diffuse end of BGD3 
B4 Near the end of BGD3 
B5 Start of BGD3 
B6 Middle branch in BGD3’s alcove 
B7 Layers above BGD3 
B8 Bright material on gully wall near BGD4 
B9 BGD4 
B10 Alcove above BGD4 (left branch) 
D1 General wall dusty 
D2 Dusty region near BGD1 
D3 Dusty debris apron underlying BGD1 
D4 Dusty region near BGD4 
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Figure 19. Color Measurement Locations.  Underlying image is PSP_002932_1445, 
centered at 35.16 °S, 324.68 °E, 0.255 m/pixel. 
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Figure 20. Color Analyses Results. Ratios between all combinations of the three available 
HiRISE color bands, near-infrared (IR), red (R), and blue-green (BG) are plotted. The 
blue bars represent bright regions.  The green bars represent dusty regions. Different 
shades correspond to different regions, and the bars with horizontal stripes correspond to 
the same region as the bar to the left but measured in the other image.  Measurements 
were made on the color bands, 0.551-0.554 m/pixel, of the images described in Table 2. 
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Figure 21. Color Analyses Results: Bright Materials.  The bright material measurements 
from Figure 20 are re-displayed.  The blue bar is BGD1.  Purple bars are bright material 
on gully walls.  Green bars are BGD3, and orange bars are BGD4.  Bars with horizontal 
stripes correspond to the same region as the bar to the left but measured in the other 
image.  Bars with vertical stripes correspond to bright materials upslope of the deposits. 
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4.2. Kinematic Modeling 

4.2.1. BGD1 

 All of the BGD1 results use a smoothing scale of 10 m for both branches for 

consistency.  The observed start and end positions of the deposit are at 505 m / 605 m and 

755 m / 855 m in 1L and 1R x coordinates, respectively.  Tables 5 (1L) and 6 (1R) show 

the observed run-out distance, R, for different combinations of particle size, d, flow 

thickness, h, and initiation point, X0.  Bolded values are run-out distances that fall within 

the observed deposit boundaries.  The run-out distance is defined as the distance at which 

the flow has zero velocity, i.e. where deposition is predicted.  For the same particle size, 

thicker flows travel farther.  For the same flow thickness, finer particles travel farther.  

The modeling does not account for cohesion between fine particles, which could cause 

them to clump together to create larger particle sizes.  The initiation point selected does 

affect the run-out distance, however, for the same particle size and flow thickness, the 

run-out distance does not vary much.  Typical standard deviations in run-out distance are 

~10-60 m.  For a particle size of 1 mm, meter-scale flows with different initiation points 

have run-out distances within ~20 m of each other for 1L and within ~100 m of each 

other for 1R. 

Figures 22 (1L) and 23 (1R) show velocity versus flowpath distance plots 

compared to the observed start and end of the deposit (marked by the dashed red lines) 

for a 1 m thick flow with 2 mm particles starting at the highest upslope point modeled.   
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Table 5. BGD1L Run-out Distances (Smoothing Scale 10 m) 

 
 

d 
(mm) 

h 
(m) 

R (m) 
X0= 3.4 m 

R (m) 
X0 = 28 m 

R (m) 
X0 = 50 m 

1 3 671 660 620 
10 2 488 484 468 
5 2 568 547 490 
2 2 657 626 561 
1 2 665 658 617 

0.5 2 700 661 621 
0.05 2 777 664 623 
10 1 413 409 343 
5 1 470 467 459 
2 1 562 542 488 
1 1 628 620 543 

0.5 1 661 633 568 
0.05 1 777 664 623 

2 0.5 466 463 455 
1 0.5 497 490 476 

0.75 0.5 558 541 487 
0.5 0.5 619 567 495 
0.1 0.5 666 658 618 
0.05 0.5 700 661 622 
0.01 0.5 777 664 623 
10 2 488 484 468 
1 0.25 455 452 476 
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Table 6. BGD1R Run-out Distances (Smoothing Scale 10 m) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

d 
(mm) 

h 
(m) 

R (m) 
X0= 5 m 

R (m) 
X0 = 20 m 

R (m) 
X0 = 50 m 

1 3 1099 1086 916 
10 2 740 732 718 
5 2 875 867 792 
2 2 1047 915 879 
1 2 1092 1048 911 

0.5 2 1100 1086 917 
0.05 2 1107 1092 1019 
10 1 589 586 387 
5 1 717 711 706 
2 1 870 812 745 
1 1 918 907 870 

0.5 1 1086 1018 907 
0.05 1 1106 1091 1019 

2 0.5 711 707 670 
1 0.5 793 742 733 

0.75 0.5 867 802 743 
0.5 0.5 907 873 812 
0.1 0.5 1095 1083 914 
0.05 0.5 1102 1088 919 
0.01 0.5 1107 1092 1019 

1 0.25 658 596 590 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 22. Velocity versus Flowpath Distance for BGD1L.  The plot shown is output from the kinematic model with d= 2 mm 
and h = 1 m. The red hashed lines mark the observed start and end of the deposit. 
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Figure 23. Velocity versus Flowpath Distance for BGD1R.  The plot shown is output from the kinematic model with d= 2 mm 
and h = 1 m. The red hashed lines mark the observed start and end of the deposit. 
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4.2.2. BGD3 

 The BGD3 elevation profiles extracted from the DEM using RiverTools were not 

smoothed because they did not have obvious artificial steps. The observed start and end 

positions of the deposit are at 387 m / 727 m and 349 m / 689 m in 3M and 3R x 

coordinates, respectively.  Tables 7 (3M) and 8 (3R) show the observed run-out distance, 

R, for different combinations of particle size, d, flow thickness, h, and initiation point, 

X0.  Bolded values are run-out distances that fall within the observed deposit boundaries.  

The particle size and flow thickness effects for BGD3 are identical to those for BGD1; 

thicker and finer-grained flows travel farther.  For the different initiation points, typical 

standard deviations in run-out distance are ~30-60 m.  For a particle size of 1 mm, meter-

scale flows travel within ~60-70 meters of each other. 

Figures 24 (3M) and 25 (3R) show velocity versus flowpath distance plots 

compared to the observed start and end of the deposit (marked by the dashed red lines) 

for a 1 m thick flow with 2 mm particles starting at the highest upslope point.  
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Table 7. BGD3M Run-out Distances 
d 

(mm) 
h 

(m) 
R (m) 

X0= 41 m 
R (m) 

X0 = 70 m 
R (m) 

X0 = 101 m 
1 3 939 881 802 
10 2 710 676 651 
5 2 797 747 712 
2 2 881 826 791 
1 2 918 860 798 

0.5 2 939 882 814 
0.05 2 947 890 816 
10 1 566 565 550 
5 1 654 650 586 
2 1 785 745 705 
1 1 859 799 747 

0.5 1 892 838 791 
0.05 1 947 890 816 

2 0.5 650 597 580 
1 0.5 744 710 672 

0.75 0.5 785 744 705 
0.5 0.5 814 784 721 
0.1 0.5 930 870 799 
0.05 0.5 941 887 814 
0.01 0.5 947 890 816 

1 0.25 579 577 565 
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Table 8. BGD3R Run-out Distances 
d 

(mm) 
h 

(m) 
R (m) 

X0= 1 m 
R (m) 

X0 = 30 m 
R (m) 

X0 = 51 m 
1 3 827 785 765 
10 2 640 622 620 
5 2 713 683 680 
2 2 769 754 723 
1 2 805 770 754 

0.5 2 827 803 768 
0.05 2 840 804 771 
10 1 520 519 519 
5 1 566 556 555 
2 1 689 681 652 
1 1 760 722 713 

0.5 1 795 766 754 
0.05 1 840 804 771 

2 0.5 556 549 548 
1 0.5 650 643 624 

0.75 0.5 683 674 648 
0.5 0.5 721 713 682 
0.1 0.5 807 783 760 
0.05 0.5 829 795 767 
0.01 0.5 840 804 768 

1 0.25 535 534 535 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24. Velocity versus Flowpath Distance for BGD3M.  The plot shown is output from the kinematic model with d= 2 mm  
and h = 1 m. The red hashed lines mark the observed start and end of the deposit.  The model starts below the rocks in the 
alcove. 
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Figure 25. Velocity versus Flowpath Distance for BGD3R.  The plot shown is output from the kinematic model with d= 2 mm 
and h = 1 m. The red hashed lines mark the observed start and end of the deposit. 
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For a 1 m thick flow with 2 mm (coarse sand) particles starting at the top of the 

slope, BGD1L flows out 562 m, and BGD1R flows out 870 m.  The run-out distance for 

BGD1R slightly exceeds the observed deposit boundaries, while the BGD1L flow falls 

approximately in the middle of them.  It is possible that a thinner or coarser flow in 

BGD1R would be more representative or that the flow initiates 20 m below the top of the 

slope as suggested by Table 6.  It is reasonable that the modeling does not predict the 

flows to travel to the exact end of the observed deposit because the motion of the center 

of mass, which is not necessarily the leading edge of the flow, is modeled. For the same 

flow parameters, BGD3M flows out 785 m, and BGD3R flows out 689 m.  BGD3R’s 

run-out distance falls right at the downslope edge of the deposit.  Like BGD1R, BGD3M 

flows out farther than expected, which suggests that a thinner or coarser flow, or a flow 

not starting at the top of the slope, might be more suitable.   
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION 
 

 The BGDs are probably bright due to the redeposition of pre-existing bright 

material, which consists of fine-grained particles (McEwen et al. 2007a).  Based on the 

color analysis, the materials comprising the bright deposits may not have a different 

composition from surrounding material but likely differ in grain size.  This is consistent 

with CRISM results (SOM McEwen et al. 2007a).  The existence of bright layers upslope 

and bright material lining the gully channel walls provides a source for the bright 

material. The color analysis shows that upslope and nearby bright material have similar 

compositions to that of material within the BGDs.  Even though the BGDs start midslope, 

they could have been transported from the top of the slope with deposition beginning 

when the slope falls below the minimum angle of kinetic friction, ~21° (Pouliquen 1999), 

or when the supply of a transporting fluid diminishes enough to start depositing 

transported sediment. Fine dust, which appears bright, could easily be deposited from the 

atmosphere, possibly forming agglomerates that are transported as or by a flow.  It is 

possible that the bright materials were bleached by water or contain evaporites, although 

CRISM has not yet detected the latter. The multitemporal image study did not find any 

significant changes in the deposits’ shapes, which reaffirms that the deposits are not 

likely composed of water ice or frost (Williams et al. 2007).  Future HiRISE images at 

complementary seasons might allow for tone change detection. The fact that the Hale 

BGDs have rather diffuse ends suggests that aeolian processes might have acted on them 

since or during their formation.  Future HiRISE images will be used to look for changes 

in shape and extent. 
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  My modeling demonstrates that a dry granular flow with a range of flow 

parameters and initiation points could travel about as far as the flows that transported 

bright material.  The range of conditions used is important because it emphasizes that a 

unique set of circumstances is not required.  The modeling uses one particle size for each 

flow.  If the bulk of the flows were not bright, fine-grained material, then a coarser 

particle size would be appropriate to represent the average particle size, which would not 

exclude the bright material from being fine-grained.  Also, bright particles cemented 

together would be coarser. The flow probably picked up material as it traveled 

downslope, which would increase its viscosity by increasing the sediment concentration 

of a water-rich flow or by increasing the bulk density and flow thickness of a dry granular 

flow.  In general, thicker and finer-grained flows travel farther, which is expected based 

on the dependency of friction on particle size and flow thickness (see Equations 3-5).  As 

particle size decreases or flow thickness increases, the coefficient of friction decreases, 

allowing flows to travel farther. 

Looking at Tables 5-8, there are several particle size, flow thickness combinations 

that could produce a flow with a run-out distance within the observed deposits’ 

boundaries.  For BGD1, particle sizes ~0.5-5 mm with flow thicknesses of 0.5-2 m could 

work. For BGD3, particle sizes 0.5-10 mm with flow thicknesses of 0.25-2 m could 

work.  Not all combinations within the stated ranges are appropriate, depending on the 

flow initiation point.  The location of the exact start and end of the deposits is subjective 

and likely contains a small amount of error, estimated to be ~10 m, due to measurement 

accuracies.  It is also possible that non-modeled combinations of particle size and flow 
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thickness could also reproduce the observed run-out distances.  The bright material might 

consist of dust sized particles in the form of agglomerates.   

The range of acceptable flow initiation points shows that there are multiple 

locations upslope where a dry granular flow could originate and flow about as far as the 

bright deposits’ flows are observed.  Their run-out distance is possibly partly determined 

by the amount of material transported; for example, BGD4 (Figure 6d) does not follow its 

underlying channel the entire way down the slope.  If a wet flow formed BGD4, then the 

water was lost before reaching the end of the slope.  If a dry flow formed BGD4, then the 

flow ran out of momentum and encountered the minimum angle of kinetic friction before 

reaching the end of the slope.  This could explain why the final deposit is not aligned 

with the channel but instead veers off to the north; a flow running out of water would 

become viscous and could overtop channel margins.  Similarly, a flow with large 

momentum could also overtop the margins. 

Malin et al. (2006) rule out dry dust flows like those that form slope streaks 

because slope streaks have different shapes and form in heavily dusty mantled areas, and 

there are no other slope streaks anywhere in the settings of the BGDs.  However, there is 

no reason that the same process that forms slope streaks needs to form the BGDs.  The 

upper rim of Hale consists of eroding outcrops that are breaking into boulders.  Since the 

slopes are steep enough for dry mass wasting, it is possible that falling boulders initiated 

dry granular flows that formed the BGDs.  Dry material could also be released at the edge 

of a landslide or from seismic shaking from a nearby impact.  It is interesting to note that 
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bright flows on ungullied slopes, which may have formed similarly to the BGDs, have 

also been observed (Figure 26).   

Heldmann et al. (2008a) suggest that mud flows, requiring liquid water, formed 

the bright deposits based on a rain-induced terrestrial analog in the Atacama Desert.  

They do not propose a source of the liquid water required distinct from those suggested 

for gullies.  If water is involved in the formation of the Hale BGDs, then the bright 

deposits represent a location of current or very recent water.  However, because of the 

steep nature of the slopes, there is no conclusive evidence that the bright deposits are 

formed by recently flowing surficial water (McEwen et al. 2007a, Pelletier et al. 2008), 

unlike the mudflow in the Atacama Desert (Heldmann et al. 2008a). The kinematic 

modeling shows that flows with zero initial velocity and a range of parameters could flow 

out approximately as far as the deposits are observed.  We are unable to rule out muddy 

flows, but given the difficulty of producing significant quantities of liquid water on the 

martian surface today (Mellon and Phillips 2001) and the fact that the BGDs are observed 

at locations with steep upslope regions, the results of this study support the likelihood 

that the Hale BGDs, similar to the Centauri BGD (Pelletier et al. 2008), were formed by 

dry granular flows.   
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Figure 26. Bright Deposits Without Gullies.  Note that these deposits are modified and 
cover most of their hosts slopes, unlike the BGDs.  They are very thin deposits based on 
the fact that they do not cast shadows. HiRISE PSP_003671_2010, centered at 20.6 °N, 
303 °E, 0.282 m/pixel. 
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CHAPTER 6. FUTURE WORK 

 Future two-dimensional modeling using FLO-2D (Flo Engineering 2006) will be 

used to refine the results of this work.  FLO-2D is a finite element code that solves the 

dynamic wave momentum equation.  Pelletier et al. (2008) use it to investigate two end 

members of flow, pure liquid water and dry granular flow, for the Centauri BGD.  FLO-

2D is primarily for fluvial applications, but it is capable of incorporating a Bingham 

rheology to simulate dry granular flows.  FLO-2D will provide maximum flow depth, 

flow velocity, and flow distribution plots and a bulk water loss rate that I will compare to 

published evaporation and water loss rates.  I will compare the plots to the observed 

deposits’ locations and morphologies.  I will vary the Manning n values, using the range 

suggested by Wilson et al. (2004) adjusted for Mars’ gravity, initial flow volume, flow 

initiation point, and bulk water loss rate.  The overall goal is to determine if a dry 

granular flow could reproduce the BGDs’ along-slope location and morphology or if a 

water-rich flow is needed.  The results will have implications for the status of liquid 

water today on Mars. 

 Other extensions of this work include doing a global systematic search for BGDs, 

including a multitemporal analysis to look for changes in shape, extent, and tone of the 

deposits.  A global survey will show if the BGDs are located at certain latitudes, 

orientations, or slope types, which will have further implications for their formation.  

FLO-2D modeling applied to gullies without BGDs in the Centauri Montes and Hale 

Crater, where two HiRISE DEMs exist, will provide insight into gully formation 

mechanisms and timing. 
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The question about whether all the recent bright flows are wet or dry remains; 

however, the existing analyses suggest that pronouncement of definitive evidence of 

liquid water on Mars today was premature.  Given the lengthy nature of the DEM 

development and modeling processes, it is necessary to focus future efforts on the best 

candidate BGDs for liquid water involvement with the overall goal being to discover if 

even one cannot be explained by a dry granular flow. 
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APPENDIX A. SYMBOLS USED IN FORMULAS 

Symbol Parameter Value/ Units 
Rave Average radius of Mars 3389500 m 
D Horizontal distance ° 
ϑ 1,ϑ 2 Latitude °S 
β1, β2 Longitude °E 
Θ Average slope ° 
Lshad Shadow length in down-Sun direction m 
θi Incidence angle ° 
Lslope Shadow length extending over slope m 
µ Coefficient of friction -- 
θS Angle of minimum kinetic friction ° 
θ2 Angle of maximum kinetic friction ° 
I Inertial number -- 
I0 Constant 0.279 
g Gravity on Mars 3.71 m/s2 

γ&  Shear rate s-1 

d Particle diameter m 
h Flow thickness m 
ρmix Bulk density of mixture kg/m3 

ρsolid Density of solid material kg/m3 

a  Acceleration m/s2 

ϑ  Local slope angle ° 
x Horizontal position m 
v  Velocity m/s 
t Time s 

horzv  Horizontal component of velocity m/s 

η Viscosity Pa •s 
τY Yield stress Pa 
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